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Al-Khrausi and Blunt (2007[13]) proposed a series of criteria to define the
maximal ball hierarchy. In the work of Silin et al. (2003[189]) and Silin and Patzek
(2006[188]), only two kinds of relations are given, masters and slaves, respectively
reflecting the bigger and smaller balls comparison to their neighbours. Another
relationship was introduced by Al-Khrausi and Blunt (2007[13]), the cluster represents
the adjacent maximal balls with the same size shown in Figure C.1. This solved the
ambiguity from those identical balls which are not trivial in the pore space represented
by maximal balls. However, their work needs tremendous memory usage and hence is
useful for relatively small porous media with pores less than a thousand. Besides, pore
network from their method tends to form high connection numbers.

Figure C.1: Clusters are defined to merge the spheres with the same size in the pore space (Al-Khrausi
and Blunt, 2007[13]).

In order to improve the maximal balls based method, Dong (2007[63]) used a new
method to find maximal balls and proposed a cluster process to define pores and throats
by ranking the maximal balls in a family tree by their size and their sequence being
connected to existed branches on the family trees. The ancestor of each family tree is
the pore and the common child is the throats. The cluster process begins with taking the
largest maximal ball in the image as a pore and continues with the next biggest one.
Thus the relationship between the ancestors and their children with a smaller size is the
same as human intuition which is helpful for pore recognition.
In this section, the basic concepts used in the maximal ball based methods are
introduced. These terms mainly are maximal balls, clusters and then the process of pore
network extraction are given.
C.1 Basic concepts
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C.1.1 Maximal Balls (MBs)
MBs are the basic element to represent the pore space and then to offer the
geometrical and topological properties of the pore space. MB should touch the grain
surface and cannot be totally overlapped by any other MB. The pore space of a porous
medium can be quantified by the aggregate of all MBs without redundancy. In
continuum scale, the sphere can be described by a centre C and radius R. However it is
difficult to define a precise radius in the discrete image which is shown in Figure C.2.

Figure C.2: Example of a digital sphere with R2=6 (a) and R2=8 (b) voxel units (Dong, 2007[63]).

So a range with lower and upper limits is used to define the size of a maximal ball,
R2LEFT <=R2<=R2RIGHT.The R2LEFT and R2RIGHT are the squares of the lower and upper
limits.
R2RIGHT is the squared Euler distance from the ball center C(xc, yc, zc) to the nearest
solid voxel Vg(xg, yg, zg) calculated in Equation C.1.
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( C.1)

Where S and Sg mean the discrete void and solid space respectively.
R2LEFT is defined the maximum distance from the ball centres to the voxels in this
ball.
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Figure C.3 give an example of digital spheres with squared radius are 6 and 8
which are the lower limit and upper limit for a maximal ball.
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Figure C.3: The representation of digital balls with different radius by discrete voxels: (a) R=1;(b)R=
;(c)R=

3

13 (Silin et al., 2003[189]).

C.1.2 Cluster
MB exists not only in the central pore space but also in the irregular pore corners.
In order to calculate the topology, the MBs should be classified as two kinds of clusters,
single and multi clusters.
In a single cluster, a principal MB is determined by a largest maximal ball. Then
this principal ball merges all its near smaller balls in its region. The process of merging
these neighbours of an MB with a radius of R is shown in Figure C.4.

Figure C.4: This is a schematic figure of a single cluster. The white ball is the principal ball which is the
parent and its children is the smaller balls surrounded in a range of 2R, (R>R1>R2>R3>R4). The children
are defined by the smaller pores overlapping or touching the parent ball and the generation number of the
children will be 1 greater than their parent (Dong, 2007[63]).

The merging region of the principal MB is a spherical space with twice the radius
of the ball sufficiently finding the smaller children. The squared Euler distance between
the principal ball centre and the centre of a smaller ball can be used to determine
whether this smaller ball in the merging region or not by Equation (C.3).
dist  C1 ,C2  < R RIGHT ,1+ R RIGHT ,2 C1 C2  S

Where C1, C2 are the centres of balls.
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The principal ball taken as parent and the smaller balls as children are arrangement
by the concept of family tree. Each of them has a generation number. This generation
number of direct children ranked as 1 is greater than the parent.
Multi-clusters can be built based on the concept of a single cluster. Any parent and
its children can merge their related smaller balls as their related next generation with
greater generation number in the family tree. By this way, the cluster becomes multiclusters due to the generation of new children. Each node on this family tree uses the
same rule to scan its 2R spherical space and find its intersected offspring. The
relationships between different generations in this family tree not only trace from parent
to children but also reversely searching the parent for each node which is much more
important for sub-level MBs to trace back until the common parent found.
So a number of family tree (pore clusters) with different common parent can be
built in the pore space. In every pore cluster, the pore is defined by the common
ancestor of its cluster while a MB connected to two clusters, which can trace two
different common ancestors, can be regarded as throat. An MB chain can be determined
from the throat to pore by tracing back to search parents which is shown in Figure C.5.

Figure C.5: Single clusters extend their family trees by absorbing their related new generations for the
ancestor, and its offspring to generate multi-clusters. Generation number, family name and parent’s name
are recorded to keep the connection of the family tree from top to bottom and converse. When throat is
distinguished as a common child of different families, MB chains are formed in white arrows and two
pore-throat structures are built (Dong, 2007[63]).

The chains traced bilaterally from pore to throat are used to define the topology of
the pore space. MBs are trivial for topology but are important to define the shape and
size of the pores and throats. The individual pores and throats can be segmented based
on the parenting hierarchy.
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C.2 Pore Network Extraction
C.2.1 Maximal Balls Generation
In the binary image, the inscribed spheres at every pore voxels are firstly built by
determination of the spheres centred in each pore voxel and just touching the grain
surface. And then the spheres found inside an existing maximal ball will be removed as
an inclusion.
The inscribed sphere at each voxel is determined by two steps. In the first
expansion step is to find the solid or boundary in 26 directions including lateral,
diagonal and diametrical lines which are shown in Figure C.6. In the second shrink step
is to determine the real radius of RRIGHT and RLEFT by selecting the maximum of the
distance from each pore voxel inside this sphere to the nearest solid voxel and choosing
a distance less than maximum. The inscribed spheres on every pore voxels can be built
before finding the maximal balls.
B=B Ci , Ri , RRIGHTi  B  S , Ci  S , i  1, 2, 3,..., n

( C.4)

Where n is the number of pore voxels in the 3D binary images.

Figure C.6: Three kinds of directional lines based on central cell are used in inflating step to find the
nearest solid surface. The left picture shows 6 lateral directions with 1 voxel length for each step. The
middle figure is 12 diagonal lines and each step is
direction lines and the length of each step is

3

2

voxel length. The right one defines the 8 diametrical

voxel (Dong, 2007[63]).

The inscribed spheres totally inside another sphere should be removed due to their
redundancy without extra information for the determination of the void space. The
remove can be implemented by comparing the distance from the two sphere centre with
their related radius. Taking a ball A centred at CA with the radius of RRIGHT A and RLEFT
A

and a ball B in CB with radius RLEFT B<=R<RRIGHT B for an example, Ball B is totally

embedded in A if the Euclidean distance of centres is not more than the different of the
radius expressed in Equation (C.5).

dist (C A, C B)  R RIGHT , A  R LEFT , B
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The difference of the radius is defined by the RRIGHT radius of the outer ball and the
RLEFT radius of the embedded ball. After removing the inclusion, the overlapping
maximal ball can fill the whole pore space without a redundancy. The discrete pore
space is converted into an aggregate of maximal balls. Every void voxel in the image is
occupied by one or more maximal balls and then the pores and throats of the pore space
can be classified by clustering these maximal balls.
C.2.2 Identification of the Maximal Ball Clusters
To identify pores and throats, a clustering algorithm is described below:
Firstly, all maximal balls can be classified as different groups according to their
size. These MBs with same size are in the same group. The largest MBs lie in the first
group and the number of these balls in this group denoted by M with initially infinite
rank.
Secondly, beginning with a first ball A with largest size, it is defined as a pore and
ranked as first generation. All its smaller intersected maximal balls are merged by A and
ranked as the second generation with remember their ancestor and parent to form a
multi cluster.
Thirdly, a maximal ball B can be sorted from the rest of the balls in the first group.
Starting from the first, ball B merges its smaller unranked maximal and ranks them the
next younger generation in the family tree. This younger generation inherits the family
name of ancestor and takes B as parent. If B is infinite before processing, B generates a
new pore cluster as an ancestor of this cluster. If not, B is part of its ancestor’s pore
body and changes the name from family to children.
Fourthly, the next maximal ball with same size operates the same sorting and
clustering processes until there is no processed maximal ball left in this group. And then
these processes move to next group with smaller size.
Finally, the same sorting and clustering processed are used for all the groups. And
the last group consists of maximal balls with the minimum size.
C.2.3 Pore Space Segmentation
The pore space segmentation is based on the pore-throat chains generated by
maximal ball clustering. These chains form the skeleton of the pore space and the pore
bodies are determined by the ancestor of each pore-throat chains. The main problem is
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to determine the throat which is defined by the maximal ball where the two or more
chains meet in Figure C.7.

Figure C.7: Pore-throat chains merged in one channel (Dong, 2007[63]).

The benefit of this method is that it is easy for every maximal ball to connect to the
pore-throat chains without tracing the ancestor. However it causes the underestimation
of the throat length and overestimation of the pore length.
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